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Introduction: Fetal misfortune condition is a multifactorial infection portrayed by a general coordinated reaction of the female body to any evil wellbeing in the pregnant lady, the baby and nature, the aftereffect of the activity of practically debilitated variations (alleles) of numerous qualities against the foundation of unfriendly outer and inward factors. Glutathione-S-transferase (GST) processes outside substances or controls the passage of cancer-causing agents into cells.

Aim: The objective of our exploration was to set up the job of the polymorphic variations of the xenobiotic chemicals qualities GSTM1 and GSTT1 and Ile 105Val of the quality GSTP1 in the component of arrangement and advancement of fetal misfortune condition.

Material & Methods: Molecular hereditary investigations were led in 114 pregnant ladies matured from 20 to 45 years of age. Sub-atomic hereditary assessment of biomaterials (DNA) was performed at Department of Molecular Medicine and Cellular Technologies of the Research Institute of Hematology and Blood Transfusion of the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Factual examination of the outcomes was completed utilizing the measurable programming bundle "OpenEpi 2009, Version 2.3".

Results: The aftereffects of atomic hereditary examinations in pregnant ladies with Fetal Loss Syndrome (PPS) indicated an expanded location pace of joined practically inadequate genotypes GSTM10/0+GSTT10/0 - 25.4%, against the benchmark group 4.1% (??2=12.4; P=0.0004; OR=7.8; 95% CI 2.146-28.65). Though, with the joined variations - the invalid and utilitarian genotypes of the polymorphism of the GSTM1 and GSTT1 qualities between the examined bunches didn't uncover measurably noteworthy contrasts (??2=0.1; P=0.3; OR=1.4; 95% CI 0.697-282; p>0.05). Though, the appropriation of genotypes Ile 105 Val of the GSTP1 xenobiotic protein in pregnant ladies uncovered a high perceptibility of A/G genotype polymorphism in the pregnant gathering contrasted with the benchmark group 56.1% versus 19.4%, which was 2.9 occasions higher than the benchmark groups. In this manner, an examination of the relationship of genic blends of zero polymorphisms of the GSTM1 and GSTT1 qualities uncovered that in the gathering of pregnant ladies with fetal misfortune disorder, mixes of the homoyzous del/del genotype answerable for the lower level of protein item union are essentially progressively normal. The possibility of creating pathology within the sight of this blend of the genotypic variant of the del/del qualities GSTM1 and GSTT1 increments essentially: Up to 7.8 occasions more than different genotypes (??2=12.4; P=0.0004; OR=7.8; 95% CI 2.146-28.65). While, the practically negative GSTP1 G allele 2.7 occasions was measurably altogether prevalent in the considered chromosomes of pregnant ladies with PPS contrasted and pregnant ladies without PBS (??2=4.6; P=0.03; OR=4.5; 95% CI 1.061-19.5).

Conclusion: Analysis of the outcomes demonstrated that the polymorphism variations of the GSTM10/0+GSTT10/0 genotypes of the GSTM1 and GSTT1 qualities, just as the G/An Ile 105 Val genotypes of the GSTP1 quality are huge indicators of the danger of creating fetal misfortune condition, bringing about issues of the detoxification procedure in the body in ladies during pregnancy.

As the relative examination of the appropriation frequencies of the alleles and genotypes of the Ile 105 Val polymorphism of the GSTP1 xenobiotic chemical quality among 114 DNA tests in 57 pregnant ladies uncovered the nearness of the typical an allele and 64.1% of the G allele in 35.1% of cases. While, in the benchmark group, the recurrence of event of the freak allele Ile 105 Val of the GSTP1 xenobiotic compound quality was 12.5%, which was 2.8 occasions lower in contrast with the principle gathering (P <0.05). For a nitty gritty evaluation of the prognostic measure for the centrality of the polymorphism of the genotypes of xenobiotic proteins GSTM1, GSTT1 and GSTP1 in the advancement of fetal misfortune disorder in pregnant ladies, we broke down the consequences of breaks down contingent upon the nearness of fetal misfortune condition (FGLS) and without.

The aftereffects of the examination appeared, that pregnant ladies with FGLS, joined practically blemished genotypes GSTM10/0 + GSTT10/0 were found in 28.2% of cases (11 pregnant ladies with FLS) than in the II control bunch people (20.0%), which is 1.4 occasions higher than in this gathering. In the gathering of pregnant ladies with FGLS "practically horrible" A/G genotypes of the GSTP1 quality was found in 63.04% versus 27.3% of pregnant ladies without FLS, which was 2.3 occasions higher than the pointers of this gatherings (P <0.05). It ought to be noticed that horrible homozygous genotypes were identified distinctly in the I - gathering of pregnant ladies with FLS, which added up to 17.4%. As it
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follows from Table 5, the markers of the degree of particularity and affectability of the del/+ polymorphism of the GSTT1 quality were SE = 0.8 and SP = 0.75, separately, at fundamentally high qualities (OR = 11.7; 95% CI 5.132-26.9). Simultaneously, the determined AUC pointer exhibits an elevated level of adequacy for foreseeing the improvement of the illness, which shows the conceivable free impact of this polymorphism on the danger of pathology advancement. The SE and SP lists of the consolidated variation of the del polymorphisms of the GSTM1 + GSTT1 qualities go astray towards affectability and are equivalent to 0.86 and 0.43, individually and the effectiveness rating is 0.65. These pointers additionally show a somewhat critical degree of prognostic estimation of blends of horrible genotypes as a hereditary marker for foreseeing the improvement of fetal misfortune disorder. At that point, investigations of the normal and watched heterozygous frequencies of the Ile 105 Val polymorphism of the GSTP1 quality in pregnant ladies with FLS and without uncovered particular highlights. A fairly critical degree of prognostic estimation of mixes of horrible genotypes as a hereditary marker for foreseeing the improvement of fetal misfortune disorder. At that point, investigations of the normal and watched heterozygous frequencies of the Ile 105 Val polymorphism of the GSTP1 quality in pregnant ladies with FLS and without uncovered particular highlights.